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Abstract—One of the main challenges in algorithmics in general, and in Memetic Computing, in particular, is the automatic
design of search algorithms. A recent advance in this direction (in
terms of continuous problems) is the development of a software
prototype that builds up an algorithm based upon a problem
analysis of its separability. This prototype has been called the
Separability Prototype for Automatic Memes (SPAM). This article
modifies the SPAM by incorporating within it an adaptive model
used in hyper-heuristics for tackling optimization problems. This
model, namely Adaptive Operator Selection (AOS), rewards at
run time the most promising heuristics/memes so that they are
more likely to be used in the following stages of the search process.
The resulting framework, here referred to as SPAM-AOS, has
been tested on various benchmark problems and compared with
modern algorithms representing the-state-of-the-art of search for
continuous problems. Numerical results show that the proposed
SPAM-AOS is a promising framework that outperforms the
original SPAM and other modern algorithms. Most importantly,
this study shows how certain areas of Memetic Computing and
Hyper-heuristics are very closely related topics and it also shows
that their combination can lead to the development of powerful
algorithmic frameworks.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The No Free Lunch Theorems (NFLTs) [1] state that,
under certain hypotheses, the performance of any pair of
algorithms A and B averaged over all possible problems is the
same. The hypotheses of the NFLTs are that the algorithms
are non-revisiting and that the decision space is discrete.
The satisfaction of these hypotheses is often non-realistic.
For example, Auger and Teytaud [2] show that NFLTs are
not valid for continuous problems while Poli and Graff [3]
show that the NFLTs are not valid in meta-spaces, i.e. the
space of operators. Nonetheless, NFLTs has been an extremely
important result for the computer science community as it
changed the landscape of search methodology research. More
specifically, until the 1990s, many researchers were attempting
to define a “super-algorithm” that is an algorithm which is
superior to all the other algorithms over all problems, see e.g.
[4]. After the publication of the NFLTs, researchers had to
radically change their way of thinking. The search algorithm
became a domain specific solver. The problem can be seen
as the starting point for an algorithmic design process whose
outcome is a procedure that addresses the features of that given
problem, see e.g. [5], [6], and [7].
Since a problem change would result in a new design
(and thus human effort), some research has been oriented

towards a design of “flexible” search algorithm, i.e. those
algorithms that change their features and adapt to (usually
slightly) diverse problems hence displaying a reasonable good
performance on an array of problems without the need of a
major human intervention from the algorithmic designer, see
[8]. This flexibility is usually achieved by means of the use
of multiple algorithmic operators and an adaptive system that
coordinates these operators, see e.g. [9] and [10]. The main
idea is that multiple diverse algorithmic operators compensate
for each other with their search logics. In this way, the
algorithmic framework that employs multiple operators can
reliably and robustly tackle various problem features, thus
adapting to a new problem. This idea is the backbone of
two algorithmic philosophies, Hyper-heuristics and Memetic
Computing.
A hyper-heuristic is an algorithm composed of multiple
algorithms coordinated by another software component. Usually, the latter incorporates a machine learning technique and
acts as a supervisor structure that learns which algorithms are
the most suitable for a given problem. An extensive literature
on this topic is available, for example, see [11] and [12].
More recently, graph colouring heuristics have been hybridized
with a random ordering heuristic [13]. Extensive discussions
about advances in hyper-heuristics are given in [14]–[17]. The
most challenging part of the hyper-heuristic design is the logic
behind the coordination of the algorithms. A classical approach
consists of assigning a score and rewarding the most promising
heuristics: the so called choice function [11]. Recently, a wide
range of diverse approaches have been proposed. Many of
these approaches are based on reinforcement learning in a
stand alone and combined fashion, see for example [12], [18]–
[20] and [21]. Reinforcement learning, making use of memorybased mechanisms has also been proposed [22]. Modern hyperheuristics also make use of multi-agent operators, see [23]
and [24]. A competition for hyper-heuristic development was
held in 2011 based on a framework called HyFlex [25].
This competition generated several effective hyper-heuristic
methods1 , see for example [26].
The concept of the hyper-heuristic is explored also under
the name of algorithm portfolios where the emphasis is placed
upon the diversity of the available algorithms that are available
to compose the entire framework. Algorithms of this kind can
be designed using heuristic rules for the coordination, see [27]
1 See

http://www.asap.cs.nott.ac.uk/external/chesc2011/

and [28]. A famous portfolio platform oriented towards the
solution of the propositional satisfiability problem is called
SATzilla, see [29] and [30]. Among the several studies that
have been carried out on this platform, we highlight here the
work on the automatic coordination system in [31] and on the
prediction of the algorithm run time [32].
Memetic Computing (MC) is an area that investigates
algorithmic structures that include multiple interacting heterogeneous operators. The interaction (coordination) amongst
operators allows the proper functioning of the entire framework, see [33] and [8]. Clearly, there is a major overlap
between hyper-heuristics and many areas of MC. However,
the two concepts can be distinguished for a philosophical
point that has some important implications in the algorithmic
implementation. While a hyper-heuristic can be seen as a
list of search methods and a component performing their
coordination, a MC algorithm can be viewed as a whole
algorithm composed of many parts in an unspecified way. In
addition, in a hyper-heuristic, a unit representing the external
framework can be thought of as a ‘whole’ search method with
a ‘budget’. In contrast, the unit of a MC structure can be seen
as an algorithmic operator, that is a tuple composed of search
move and a selection logic, see [34] and [35]. In other words,
the unit representing many MC structures can (as a generalized
statement) be viewed as being much ‘smaller’ than the unit
composing a hyper-heuristic.
In many areas of MC, as well as for hyper-heuristics,
the coordination between operators is the hardest and most
challenging aspect in guaranteeing a good algorithmic performance. An example of meme coordination within memetic
frameworks is meta-Lamarckian learning, [36], where the local
search components are rewarded on the basis of their success
history. In [37] [38], and [39], the coordination of the operators
relies on evolution. The operators are encoded within the
solution (self-adaptation) or in in a parallel population linked
to the solutions (co-evolution). The operators related to the
fittest individuals are selected for the subsequent generations.
Another way to perform the coordination of the operators
is by means of a control on the population diversity or its
estimates [40]–[42].
All these adaptive optimization algorithms coordinate the
sub-algorithms at runtime on the basis of feedback given by the
algorithmic functioning. In most cases, this feedback is based
on the success of the sub-algorithm/local search/algorithmic
operator. Recent studies in MC propose a different logic: the
algorithm is automatically built up on the basis of an analysis
carried out on the problem and aiming at extracting its features.
These studies at first focused on elementary structures, namely
sequential and parallel [43], [44]. Subsequently a first working
prototype of automatic design based on problem analysis
restricted to the separability, namely Separability Prototype for
Automatic Memes (SPAM), was proposed in [35].
This paper, whilst considering the algorithmic operators
in [35], proposes to coordinate them by means of a hyperheuristic rule. More specifically, we adopt the general concept
of adaptive operator selection [18], [45]–[48] and incorporate
it in the core structure of the SPAM algorithm. In this way, the
resulting framework has the structure and operators of SPAM
but, at run time, the selection of the components is intended

to adapt progressively , on the basis of a success criterion, to
the requirements of the problem.
The remainder of this paper is structured in the following
way. Section II briefly illustrates the logic and the structure of
the SPAM. Section III describes the proposed modified SPAM
with hyper-heuristic coordination of the operators. Section IV
displays the comparative results and the performance of the
proposed algorithm with respect to the state-of-the-art. Section
V gives the conclusions of this work.
II.

S EPARABILITY P ROTOTYPE FOR AUTOMATIC M EMES

The SPAM algorithm is a prototype of a large and ambitious project, that is a software platform for the automatic
design of search methods in continuous optimization. This
platform, currently under development, will analyze a given
problem, in order to extract its features. These features will
then be used to design the algorithm by selecting, combining,
and linking the suitable algorithmic operators.
Before entering into the implementation details, let us define the notation used in this paper. Without loss of generality,
we will refer to the minimization problem of an objective
function (or fitness) f (x), where the candidate solution x is
a vector of n design variables (or genes) in a decision space
D. Thus, the optimization problem considered in this paper
consists of the detection of that solution x∗ ∈ D such that
f (x∗ ) < f (x), and this is valid ∀x ∈ D. Array variables are
highlighted in bold face throughout this paper.
The SPAM algorithm is composed of two local search
operators connected in parallel, see [44]. The first operator,
here indicated with S, is a local search algorithm which deals
with a single solution along its n axes, i.e. it separately perturbs
each design variable. This meme can be viewed as a fairly
straightforward hill-descent algorithm. It was previously used
in [49] within a memetic structure.
The S implementation requires a generic input solution x
and a trial solution xt . S perturbs the candidate by computing,
for each coordinate i (each gene), xti = xi − ξ, where ξ
is the exploratory radius. Subsequently, if xt outperforms x,
the solution x is updated (the values of xt are copied in it),
otherwise a half step in the opposite direction is performed:
xti = xi + 2ξ . Again, xt replaces x if it outperforms it. If there
is no update, then the exploration was unsuccessful. In this
case, the radius ξ is halved. This is repeated for all the design
variables. It has to be noted that the initial value of radius ξ
is usually fixed and proportionate to the range of optimization
space bounds (here ξ in fixed to 0.4). For the sake of clarity,
Algorithm 1 describes the working principles of the S operator.
The second operator is the Rosenbrock algorithm (R) [50].
This operator, has been shown to always converge to a local
optimum, under specific conditions [51]. At the beginning
of the process, R is similar to S as it explores each of
the n directions, by perturbing the input solution x with an
initial step size vector h. A matrix A is initialized as the
identity matrix. While ever new improvements are found, for
j = 1, 2, . . . , n, a new trial point xt is generated by perturbing
the ith design variable of solution x in the following way:
xti = xi + hj · Ai,j

(1)

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of the S operator.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

INPUT x
while condition on the local computational budget do
for i = 1 : n do
xti = xi − ξ
if f xt ≤ f (x) then
x = xt
else
xti = xi + 2ξ
if f xt ≤ f (x) then
x = xt
end if
end if
end for
if x == xt then
ξ = 2ξ
end if
end while
OUTPUT x

for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. When successful, x is updated and the
step size is increased by a factor α (hj = α · hj ), otherwise
it is decreased by means of a factor β then the opposite
direction will be considered (hj = −β · hj ). We repeat this
procedure until an improvement of solution x is found. After
every success has been determined and examined in each base
direction, then the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure
is used to rotate the coordinate system towards the approximated gradient. This operation yields an updated version of
the matrix A. After this, the step size vector h is reinitialized
and the process is repeated, employing the rotated coordinate
system, and changing the value of x according to Eq. (1).
It is important to note that, the use of a rotated coordinate
system means that the trial generation mechanism corresponds
to a diagonal move by following the direction determined by
the gradient. The termination criterion of R is determined by
two conditions. The first criterion is based on the minimum
element of the vector h. The second criterion concerns the
minimum difference between xt and x design variables. In
formal terms, R is run until the following condition is true:
min(|h|) > ε OR min(|xt − x|) > ε, where min() is the
minimum vector element. If there is no improvement at all,
only the first condition is considered2 .
These two local search operators are clearly very diverse
in terms of the search logic. Whilst S attempts to optimize
the problem by perturbing the axes separately (moves along
the axes), R attempts to follow the directions of the gradient,
hence performing diagonal moves.
The SPAM is based on the idea that (due to their features),
S is efficient for tackling separable problems whilst R should
be used only when the problem is not separable. Furthermore,
the separability of a problem is considered in [35] as a fuzzy
property of optimization problems. More specifically, it is
possible to consider a problem as being separable to a certain
degree. In this light, a problem analyzer has been designed
to extract the degree of separability of the given problem.
The degree of separability is an index between 0 and 1 that
results from the problem analysis phase. On the basis of this
parameter, an activation probability is given to S and R. Thus,
2 Note that, the parameter values are fixed to α = 2, β = 0.5, ε = 10−5
and the initial values of hj to hj = 0.1, j = 1, 2, . . . , n.

a fully separable problem (e.g. the sphere function) will be
solved only by S activations. In contrast, in the case of a highly
non separable problem, the entire budget or a large portion of
it is devoted to R. In the case of intermediate features, the
budget will be shared between the two local searchers.
The parameter representing the degree of separability is
calculated, for each problem, at the beginning of the search, by
letting the Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy
(CMAES) [52] perform some optimization steps and then
manipulate the estimated covariance matrix. More specifically,
from the covariance matrix, the Pearson correlation matrix |ρ|
is computed, and its elements are averaged and normalized in
order to extract the index that describes the separability of the
problem. For implementation details, see [35].
III.

T HE P ROPOSED F RAMEWORK

As discussed previously, a problem analysis might reveal
useful information on selecting an appropriate operator for the
problem at hand. However, the selection of the “most suitable”
operator might be a very challenging task, especially in cases
where the problem analysis is not insightful enough. To
alleviate the problem of selecting the most “suitable” operator
a priori, we incorporate an Adaptive Operator Selection (AOS)
model in SPAM’s structure to adaptively choose the most
preferable operator at hand. This section briefly describes the
main algorithmic concepts behind the proposed framework
SPAM-AOS, (SPAM with an Adaptive Operator Selection
model).
The SPAM-AOS framework incorporates two main concepts, a credit assignment module C and an adaptive operator selection model M, or a selective hyper-heuristic. The
main role of the former is to estimate the quality of the
applied operators based on feedback from the search process,
whilst the latter adopts the estimated qualities to adaptively
select which search operator to apply at the current stage.
Intuitively, the model will select the most successful operator
based on the historical information that has been acquired by
the search process until the current stage. Several operator
selection models have been proposed in the literature which
are inspired by similar concepts from different scientific fields.
Each model exhibits different characteristics and dynamics
that are based on the acquired feedback during the search
process. The proposed framework is a general strategy that
is able to adopt any of the aforementioned adaptive operator
selection models. Representative examples of such models
include: probability matching [47], [48], adaptive pursuit [47],
[48], statistical based models like the multinomial distribution
with history forgetting [45], [46], and reinforcement learning
approaches [18], [53]. However, for simplicity (and due to
space limitations), in this paper we incorporate the well-known
and widely used Probability Matching model [47], [48]. Future
work will include extensive comparisons between the most
representative models.
The credit assignment module and the adaptive operator
selection model used in this paper are elucidated in the
following sections.
A. Credit assignment module
The main role of a credit assignment module is to assign a
representative score, or credit, that rewards the most “suitable”

operator at the current search stage. For each available operator we adopt as credit the simple fitness improvement [18],
[45] between the current solution xp and the best solution
ever found by the algorithm xe (the elite solution). Thereby,
the fitness improvement ηa of an operator a can be easily
calculated according to:
ηa = |f (xp ) − f (xe )|

(2)

Notice that the credit equals zero, if no improvement is
achieved.
In general, various different reward approaches can be used
at this point, such as the latest reward (instantaneous), the
average or a ranked-based reward [18]. However some of them
tend to be unstable and noisy estimations of credit due to
the stochastic nature of the search process. To alleviate this
drawback, we estimate the empirical quality (or credit) of an
operator by utilizing the average value of a sliding window of
its latest w rewards. In detail, suppose that we have a pool of
κ available operators, A = {a1 , a2 , . . . , aκ }; let Si be a set of
the latest w fitness improvement rewards (ηai ) achieved by the
operator ai during the time step t of the algorithm. We adopt
as the final credit assignment value rai (t), the average reward
of the sliding window Sai , which can be calculated according
to:
P|Sai |
j=1 Sai (j)
rai (t) =
(3)
|Sai |
where |Sai | denotes the cardinality of the set Sai .

Algorithm 2 The general SPAM-AOS algorithmic scheme
1: Perform problem analysis as in [35] and calculate xe .
2: INPUT: an initial solution xe , a credit assignment module C, and an AOS
model M.
3: Initialize the AOS model M and the credit assignment module C.
4: xp = xe
5: while the remaining budget is available do
6:
Select kstr based on the AOS model M
7:
if kstr = 1 then
8:
Apply the S operator to xp
9:
else
10:
Apply the R operator to xp
11:
end if
12:
Update credit assignment module C based on the fitness improvement of xe , xp . (based on Eqs. (2), (3))
13:
Update the AOS model M (based on Eqs. (4), (5) )
14:
if the operator succeeded at improving upon xe performance then
15:
xe = xp
16:
end if
17:
if the operator failed at improving upon xe performance and the
selected operator is the same that failed then
18:
Perturb xp according to an exponential crossover perturbation [35].
19:
if xp has a better performance against xe then
20:
xe = xp
21:
end if
22:
end if
23: end while

each operator will not vanish [47], [48]. Having calculated
the probabilities of all operators in the pool, we employ a
stochastic selection procedure (a simple roulette wheel) to
select which operator to apply.

B. Adaptive Operator Selection model: Probability Matching

C. SPAM with an adaptive operator selection model

We utilize, as the adaptive operator, selection model the
simple and well-known Probability Matching (PM) [18], [47],
[48]. Intuitively, PM updates the selection probability of a
specific operator proportionally to its empirical quality with
respect to the others. In detail, suppose we have a set of
κ available operators A = {a1 , a2 , . . . , aκ } and a selection
probability vector P (t) = {p1 (t), p2 (t), . . . , pκ (t)}. Initially,
all operators have equal probability of being selected (pi =
1/κ, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , κ}). After the application of an operator
on a solution vector, a reward (rai (t)) is calculated based
on the credit assignment module. The environment in which
the adaptation procedure operates is non-stationary and the
estimation of the empirical quality can be more reliable if
the newest rewards influence the empirical quality more than
the older ones. Thereby, PM estimates the empirical quality
qai (t) of the operator ai according to the following relaxation
mechanism:

Having defined the SPAM algorithm and the two main
concepts of the proposed framework, we proceed with the
description of the proposed approach.

qai (t + 1) = qai (t) + γ(rai (t) − qai (t))

(4)

where γ ∈ (0, 1] is the adaptation rate (γ is fixed to 0.1) [18],
[47], [48].
Based on the quality estimate value of the operator ai ,
PM updates its selection probability (pai ) according to the
following formula:
qa (t + 1)
pai (t + 1) = pmin + (1 − κ · pmin ) Pκ i
i=1 qai (t + 1)

(5)

where pmin ∈ [0, 1] denotes the minimal probability value
of each operator, to ensure that the chances of applying

More specifically, the algorithmic framework of SPAMAOS is strongly based on SPAM’s structure. The proposed
general algorithmic framework is briefly demonstrated in Algorithm 2. Initially the separability problem analysis is performed
(line 1 of Alg. 2) and the best located solution or elite solution,
xe , is used as the initial point of the algorithm (line 2 of
Alg. 2). As previously described, the separability problem
analysis involves the application of the CMAES algorithm for
a limited budget of function evaluations. Next, an initialization
process of the credit assignment module C and the AOS model
M is performed, if necessary (line 3 of Alg. 2). C initializes
the data structures for the sliding windows and M assigns
equal probabilities to all the used operators. For each step
of the algorithm, we employ an AOS model M to select
which operator kstr to apply on the xp solution. In the general
case, we might have a pool of κ available search operators,
i.e., kstr ∈ {1, 2, . . . , κ}. As in SPAM, we incorporate the
S and R operators (κ = 2) and select one of them accordingly (lines 6–11 of Alg. 2). The current version of SPAMAOS incorporates the PM model described previously, which
stochastically selects kstr . After the application of the kstr
operator, we score it based on the credit assignment module C,
which appropriately rewards the most suitable operator. Here,
we utilize a reward based on the fitness improvement between
the resulting solution xp and the elite solution xe , (line 12 of
Alg. 2). Having calculated the reward of the applied operator,
we update its quality estimation value and the corresponding

selection probability based on Eqs. (4), (5) (line 13 of Alg. 2).
The remaining steps of the algorithm are similar to SPAM
(lines 14–22 of Alg. 2), i.e., we update the elite solution if
we have improved it and we apply an exponential crossover
perturbation strategy, if the applied operator failed to improve
the elite solution xe [35].
IV.

N UMERICAL R ESULTS

The proposed SPAM-AOS has been compared with the
original SPAM algorithm [35], the CCPSO2 [54], and the
MDE-pBX [55]. Their effectiveness is assessed on two benchmark suites that include scalable problems with different
characteristics: the recently proposed CEC 2013 [56] (28
benchmark functions) and BBOB 2010 benchmark suites [57]
(25 benchmark functions). In this paper, we consider the 10,
30 and 50-dimensional versions of the CEC 2013 suite and the
100-dimensional versions of the BBOB 2010 suite. A detailed
description of the benchmarks can be found in the [56], [57].
It has to be noted that all considered algorithms use their
default parameter settings [35], [54], [55], whilst the proposed
SPAM-AOS utilizes its default parameter values as previously
described.
Throughout this section, we adopt the experimental protocol used in [35]. Specifically, for each algorithm and each
benchmark function, we conduct 100 independent runs. For
each run, a budget of maxF ES = 5000 · D function evaluations is employed, where D is the dimensionality of the
problem. Tables I, II, III, and IV, show the results of our
experiments in terms of final average error and corresponding standard deviation. A boldface font has been used to
indicate the best performing algorithm, for each problem. To
assess the statistical significance of the observed performance
differences, for each problem and each algorithm we apply
the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum test [58] between the
corresponding algorithm and the proposed SPAM-AOS. The
mark “+” denotes the cases where the null hypothesis is
rejected at the 5% significance level and SPAM-AOS performs
significantly better. Similarly, the mark “-” shows the rejection
of the null hypothesis at the 5% level of significance and
SPAM-AOS exhibits inferior performance. In the remaining
cases, which we mark with “=”, the null hypothesis is accepted
which indicates that the performance of the algorithms being
compared is statistically indistinguishable.
To this end, Tables I, II, III, and IV exhibit the extensive
experimental results of all algorithms on the 10, 30, 50dimensional CEC 2013 and on the 100-dimensional BBOB
2010 benchmark sets respectively. It can be clearly observed
that, in the majority of the cases, SPAM-AOS either significantly outperforms the other algorithms or it behaves equally
well. There are some cases where it produces an inferior
performance (10-dimensional cases against the MDE-pBX algorithm), but this behavior radically changes as the dimensionality increases. Specifically, the impact of the adaptive operator
selection approach on SPAM-AOS is evident since for the
majority of the cases the performance gains are significantly
better than the original SPAM algorithm. Similarly, comparing
SPAM-AOS with CCPSO2, we can observe that SPAM-AOS
exhibits superior performance in more than 60% of the tested
cases. MDE-pBX is better than SPAM-AOS in the majority of

the 10-dimensional CEC 2013 functions, but once more this
behavior radically changes in the remaining experiments.
Finally, to have a general statistical sense of the significance of the algorithms across all problems and to alleviate the
problem of having Type I errors in multiple comparisons with a
higher probability, we employ the Holm-Bonferroni correction,
see [59]. As such, Table V reports the rankings of the algorithm
and the numerical results from the Holm-Bonferroni test.
Clearly, the performance differences between SPAM-AOS and
the other implemented algorithms are statistically significant.
TABLE V.

j
1
2
3

Optimizer
MDE-pBX
SPAM
CCPSO2

H OLM -B ONFERRONI PROCEDURE ( REFERENCE :
SPAM-AOS, R ANK = 2.94 E +00)
Rank
2.56e+00
2.25e+00
2.18e+00

zj
-2.86e+00
-5.10e+00
-5.65e+00

pj
2.13e-03
1.67e-07
8.14e-09

δ/j
5.00e-02
2.50e-02
1.67e-02

Hypothesis
Rejected
Rejected
Rejected

To summarize the performance obtained by the implemented algorithms, we provide a graphical illustration of their
overall performance across all benchmark functions used in
this suite of experiments. As such, we employ the Empirical
Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF) graph of the normalized performance. In detail, to be able to compare all algorithms on different benchmark problems we normalize their
performance values per benchmark problem linearly in a common range, such as in [0, 1]. Note that, in the current setting,
performance is measured by the optimal objective value found
by an algorithm on one execution run. Thus, normalized performance values close to zero indicate best performance, whilst
the performance becomes worse as the values increase to one.
Having calculated the normalized performance values of an
algorithm A over all benchmark functions,P
ECDF values can
n
be measured according to ECDF (x) = n1 i=1 I(−∞,x] (xi ),
where n is the number of benchmark functions times the number of independent executions of algorithm A per benchmark
function and I(−∞,x] (·) is the indicator function which is equal
to one if xi ≤ x, and to zero otherwise. Intuitively, an ECDF
curve of an algorithm A depicts the empirical probability of
observing a performance value y that is less than or equal to
y. This enables a summarizing comparison between different
algorithms, since higher ECDF values for the same normalized
performance value indicate better performance.
Figure 1 illustrates the ECDF graph of the four implemented algorithms across all benchmark sets considered in this
paper. It can be clearly observed that the SPAM-AOS algorithm
exhibits great potential across all benchmark functions, since
for the same performance value it always has higher ECDF
values against the other algorithms. As such, it is more likely
that it can provide better performance gains against the other
three algorithms. Regarding the overall performance of the remaining algorithms, SPAM comes second since, for the lower
normalized performance values, it exhibits higher cumulative
frequencies against CCPSO2 and MDE-pBX. Similarly, MDEpBX outperforms CCPSO2, since its ECDF curve values are
always higher than the corresponding ECDF values of the
CCPSO2 algorithm.
V.

C ONCLUSION

This paper proposes the integration of a technique normally used within hyper-heuristic frameworks within an MC

TABLE I.

AVERAGE ERROR ± STANDARD DEVIATION AND W ILCOXON R ANK -S UM T EST ( REF.: SPAM-AOS) ON CEC2013 [56] IN 10 DIMENSIONS .
f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
f7
f8
f9
f10
f11
f12
f13
f14
f15
f16
f17
f18
f19
f20
f21
f22
f23
f24
f25
f26
f27
f28

TABLE II.

SPAM
0.00e + 00 ± 0.00e + 00
0.00e + 00 ± 0.00e + 00
1.08e + 02 ± 7.77e + 02
0.00e + 00 ± 0.00e + 00
3.46e − 10 ± 1.34e − 09
5.63e + 00 ± 4.78e + 00
7.57e + 10 ± 7.18e + 11
2.05e + 01 ± 1.22e − 01
1.42e + 01 ± 4.69e + 00
1.47e − 02 ± 1.40e − 02
1.67e + 01 ± 7.81e + 01
1.27e + 02 ± 2.01e + 02
2.83e + 02 ± 4.49e + 02
7.63e + 02 ± 6.39e + 02
1.64e + 03 ± 4.51e + 02
5.32e − 01 ± 6.39e − 01
2.19e + 02 ± 4.34e + 02
7.78e + 02 ± 5.07e + 02
9.20e − 01 ± 3.30e − 01
4.45e + 00 ± 4.82e − 01
3.25e + 02 ± 1.14e + 02
1.19e + 03 ± 8.95e + 02
2.23e + 03 ± 5.07e + 02
2.72e + 02 ± 1.43e + 02
2.52e + 02 ± 7.08e + 01
2.51e + 02 ± 1.45e + 02
4.24e + 02 ± 2.72e + 02
1.00e + 03 ± 1.14e + 03

=
=
=
=
+
+
=
+
+
=
=
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
=
+

CCPSO2
3.08e − 03 ± 1.05e − 02
1.80e + 06 ± 1.21e + 06
7.41e + 07 ± 1.12e + 08
1.05e + 04 ± 2.69e + 03
2.20e − 02 ± 6.13e − 02
4.67e + 00 ± 7.85e + 00
3.99e + 01 ± 1.26e + 01
2.04e + 01 ± 7.48e − 02
5.48e + 00 ± 8.99e − 01
1.93e + 00 ± 9.27e − 01
2.76e + 00 ± 1.85e + 00
3.39e + 01 ± 1.02e + 01
4.22e + 01 ± 8.88e + 00
8.67e + 01 ± 6.15e + 01
1.03e + 03 ± 2.70e + 02
1.31e + 00 ± 2.35e − 01
1.79e + 01 ± 2.64e + 00
5.82e + 01 ± 6.30e + 00
1.00e + 00 ± 3.69e − 01
3.59e + 00 ± 2.16e − 01
3.68e + 02 ± 6.68e + 01
1.23e + 02 ± 6.60e + 01
1.37e + 03 ± 2.82e + 02
2.11e + 02 ± 1.80e + 01
2.12e + 02 ± 1.46e + 01
1.71e + 02 ± 2.37e + 01
4.33e + 02 ± 5.71e + 01
4.01e + 02 ± 1.63e + 02

+
+
+
+
+
+
=
+
+
+
+
=
+
+
+
+
+
=
+
+
+

MDE-pBX
0.00e + 00 ± 2.27e − 14
2.54e + 03 ± 5.07e + 03
1.41e + 05 ± 1.23e + 06
3.82e + 00 ± 3.15e + 01
0.00e + 00 ± 7.01e − 14
5.70e + 00 ± 4.83e + 00
7.37e + 00 ± 1.02e + 01
2.05e + 01 ± 9.69e − 02
2.16e + 00 ± 1.39e + 00
1.06e − 01 ± 8.03e − 02
2.89e + 00 ± 1.72e + 00
1.02e + 01 ± 4.53e + 00
1.94e + 01 ± 8.85e + 00
1.08e + 02 ± 9.77e + 01
7.56e + 02 ± 2.63e + 02
5.74e − 01 ± 4.62e − 01
1.32e + 01 ± 1.92e + 00
2.02e + 01 ± 5.18e + 00
6.57e − 01 ± 2.22e − 01
2.73e + 00 ± 6.04e − 01
3.98e + 02 ± 1.99e + 01
1.77e + 02 ± 1.37e + 02
8.43e + 02 ± 3.48e + 02
2.05e + 02 ± 5.21e + 00
2.01e + 02 ± 8.24e + 00
1.40e + 02 ± 4.16e + 01
3.04e + 02 ± 1.72e + 01
3.04e + 02 ± 5.53e + 01

=
+
+
+
=
+
+
+
=
+
+
+

AVERAGE ERROR ± STANDARD DEVIATION AND W ILCOXON R ANK -S UM T EST ( REF.: SPAM-AOS) ON CEC2013 [56] IN 30 DIMENSIONS .
f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
f7
f8
f9
f10
f11
f12
f13
f14
f15
f16
f17
f18
f19
f20
f21
f22
f23
f24
f25
f26
f27
f28

TABLE III.

SPAM-AOS
0.00e + 00 ± 0.00e + 00
0.00e + 00 ± 1.36e − 13
1.31e + 00 ± 3.50e + 00
0.00e + 00 ± 0.00e + 00
1.14e − 13 ± 6.63e − 14
4.11e + 00 ± 4.78e + 00
6.04e + 01 ± 6.04e + 01
2.04e + 01 ± 1.38e − 01
6.73e + 00 ± 1.72e + 00
1.48e − 02 ± 1.40e − 02
6.30e + 00 ± 2.86e + 00
1.80e + 01 ± 9.61e + 00
3.55e + 01 ± 1.52e + 01
2.18e + 02 ± 1.05e + 02
1.00e + 03 ± 3.65e + 02
2.92e − 01 ± 1.98e − 01
1.58e + 01 ± 4.28e + 00
4.17e + 01 ± 1.42e + 01
7.33e − 01 ± 3.44e − 01
4.11e + 00 ± 3.64e − 01
2.86e + 02 ± 1.26e + 02
3.34e + 02 ± 1.19e + 02
1.52e + 03 ± 4.16e + 02
1.93e + 02 ± 4.46e + 01
2.15e + 02 ± 1.90e + 01
1.67e + 02 ± 6.02e + 01
3.81e + 02 ± 7.32e + 01
2.92e + 02 ± 9.79e + 01

SPAM-AOS
0.00e + 00 ± 2.05e − 13
1.75e + 03 ± 1.90e + 03
7.88e + 05 ± 1.79e + 06
5.16e − 04 ± 4.54e − 03
1.14e − 13 ± 6.49e − 13
9.73e − 02 ± 4.74e − 01
4.00e + 01 ± 2.58e + 01
2.09e + 01 ± 7.13e − 02
3.00e + 01 ± 3.58e + 00
1.28e − 02 ± 7.93e − 03
2.94e + 01 ± 6.43e + 00
9.80e + 01 ± 6.27e + 01
1.99e + 02 ± 6.82e + 01
7.83e + 02 ± 2.03e + 02
4.78e + 03 ± 7.59e + 02
1.42e − 01 ± 1.23e − 01
5.71e + 01 ± 7.70e + 00
2.37e + 02 ± 5.44e + 01
2.64e + 00 ± 6.63e − 01
1.45e + 01 ± 5.14e − 01
2.40e + 02 ± 5.62e + 01
1.08e + 03 ± 3.02e + 02
6.05e + 03 ± 9.37e + 02
3.00e + 02 ± 1.88e + 02
2.94e + 02 ± 1.84e + 01
2.80e + 02 ± 8.66e + 01
8.27e + 02 ± 1.92e + 02
6.27e + 02 ± 1.36e + 03

SPAM
0.00e + 00 ± 2.01e − 13
1.58e + 03 ± 1.50e + 03
9.96e + 05 ± 1.94e + 06
4.05e − 02 ± 4.03e − 01
1.09e − 07 ± 1.00e − 06
4.80e − 01 ± 2.74e + 00
7.54e + 04 ± 7.50e + 05
2.10e + 01 ± 5.45e − 02
3.16e + 01 ± 5.34e + 00
1.01e − 02 ± 5.30e − 03
2.50e + 01 ± 6.22e + 00
3.34e + 02 ± 6.51e + 02
5.18e + 02 ± 9.98e + 02
1.85e + 03 ± 1.67e + 03
4.63e + 03 ± 8.62e + 02
1.26e − 01 ± 6.29e − 02
2.69e + 02 ± 8.25e + 02
8.63e + 02 ± 1.37e + 03
2.76e + 00 ± 8.35e − 01
1.46e + 01 ± 4.86e − 01
2.35e + 02 ± 5.54e + 01
2.37e + 03 ± 2.02e + 03
5.95e + 03 ± 1.04e + 03
3.20e + 02 ± 2.59e + 02
2.95e + 02 ± 1.75e + 01
3.07e + 02 ± 2.44e + 02
8.63e + 02 ± 2.08e + 02
1.04e + 03 ± 2.30e + 03

=
=
=
=
+
=
=
+
+
=
=
+
=
=
+
+
=
+
=
+
=
=
=
=
=
+

CCPSO2
1.36e − 12 ± 6.01e − 12
2.14e + 06 ± 1.04e + 06
1.13e + 09 ± 1.18e + 09
5.64e + 04 ± 2.09e + 04
3.04e − 07 ± 8.74e − 07
3.44e + 01 ± 2.78e + 01
1.19e + 02 ± 2.33e + 01
2.10e + 01 ± 5.44e − 02
3.02e + 01 ± 2.20e + 00
2.00e − 01 ± 9.45e − 02
5.76e − 01 ± 6.49e − 01
2.13e + 02 ± 5.62e + 01
2.58e + 02 ± 4.39e + 01
6.57e + 00 ± 3.69e + 00
4.03e + 03 ± 4.77e + 02
2.40e + 00 ± 4.03e − 01
3.13e + 01 ± 4.89e − 01
2.44e + 02 ± 5.78e + 01
8.55e − 01 ± 1.71e − 01
1.39e + 01 ± 4.52e − 01
2.58e + 02 ± 7.21e + 01
1.21e + 02 ± 7.28e + 01
5.26e + 03 ± 7.22e + 02
2.81e + 02 ± 1.08e + 01
3.03e + 02 ± 6.25e + 00
2.02e + 02 ± 4.53e + 00
1.07e + 03 ± 1.13e + 02
5.43e + 02 ± 5.77e + 02

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
=
+
+
+
+
=
+
+
=
+
-

MDE-pBX
2.27e − 13 ± 4.86e − 13
2.70e + 05 ± 2.62e + 05
5.19e + 07 ± 1.18e + 08
3.49e + 02 ± 3.18e + 02
1.09e − 10 ± 1.00e − 09
3.41e + 01 ± 2.77e + 01
5.61e + 01 ± 1.90e + 01
2.10e + 01 ± 5.93e − 02
2.16e + 01 ± 4.36e + 00
1.81e − 01 ± 1.10e − 01
4.68e + 01 ± 1.54e + 01
6.91e + 01 ± 2.20e + 01
1.50e + 02 ± 3.56e + 01
1.20e + 03 ± 4.25e + 02
4.01e + 03 ± 7.00e + 02
1.32e + 00 ± 8.61e − 01
6.89e + 01 ± 1.24e + 01
8.31e + 01 ± 1.66e + 01
9.10e + 00 ± 4.94e + 00
1.09e + 01 ± 7.97e − 01
3.09e + 02 ± 7.63e + 01
1.11e + 03 ± 5.46e + 02
4.47e + 03 ± 7.32e + 02
2.31e + 02 ± 1.11e + 01
2.75e + 02 ± 1.55e + 01
2.16e + 02 ± 4.31e + 01
6.55e + 02 ± 1.13e + 02
3.11e + 02 ± 1.11e + 02

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
=
+
+
+
+
+
=
-

AVERAGE ERROR ± STANDARD DEVIATION AND W ILCOXON R ANK -S UM T EST ( REF.: SPAM-AOS) ON CEC2013 [56] IN 50 DIMENSIONS .
f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
f7
f8
f9
f10
f11
f12
f13
f14
f15
f16
f17
f18
f19
f20
f21
f22
f23
f24
f25
f26
f27
f28

SPAM-AOS
2.27e − 13 ± 0.00e + 00
2.66e + 04 ± 1.35e + 04
8.55e + 06 ± 1.43e + 07
5.59e + 02 ± 5.01e + 02
3.41e − 13 ± 1.05e − 12
2.74e + 01 ± 1.75e + 01
4.75e + 01 ± 2.38e + 01
2.11e + 01 ± 6.66e − 02
5.49e + 01 ± 5.03e + 00
1.24e − 02 ± 7.26e − 03
5.87e + 01 ± 1.05e + 01
2.98e + 02 ± 1.43e + 02
5.33e + 02 ± 1.12e + 02
1.41e + 03 ± 3.09e + 02
8.50e + 03 ± 1.09e + 03
8.36e − 02 ± 3.88e − 02
9.62e + 01 ± 1.11e + 01
5.37e + 02 ± 9.93e + 01
4.73e + 00 ± 8.92e − 01
2.44e + 01 ± 2.86e − 01
4.27e + 02 ± 3.30e + 02
2.06e + 03 ± 3.17e + 02
1.12e + 04 ± 1.27e + 03
3.62e + 02 ± 2.14e + 02
3.79e + 02 ± 1.99e + 01
3.08e + 02 ± 2.97e + 02
1.28e + 03 ± 2.33e + 02
1.63e + 03 ± 2.22e + 03

SPAM
2.27e − 13 ± 0.00e + 00
2.64e + 04 ± 1.24e + 04
6.32e + 06 ± 1.11e + 07
4.79e + 02 ± 6.48e + 02
3.81e − 10 ± 6.24e − 10
3.96e + 01 ± 1.34e + 01
4.83e + 01 ± 1.97e + 01
2.11e + 01 ± 6.58e − 02
6.85e + 01 ± 1.12e + 01
1.28e − 02 ± 8.01e − 03
5.13e + 01 ± 8.62e + 00
3.18e + 02 ± 2.59e + 02
5.61e + 02 ± 2.38e + 02
3.09e + 03 ± 2.95e + 03
8.54e + 03 ± 1.05e + 03
9.21e − 02 ± 4.43e − 02
9.83e + 01 ± 7.83e + 00
1.86e + 03 ± 2.49e + 03
4.99e + 00 ± 1.09e + 00
2.44e + 01 ± 4.10e − 01
5.00e + 02 ± 3.85e + 02
3.99e + 03 ± 3.56e + 03
1.16e + 04 ± 1.25e + 03
1.20e + 03 ± 1.04e + 03
4.51e + 02 ± 1.27e + 02
5.15e + 02 ± 6.42e + 02
1.32e + 03 ± 3.32e + 02
3.40e + 03 ± 5.33e + 03

algorithm for continuous optimization. The employed algorithmic structure and operators are the same as those used
by a MC approach previously proposed in literature. The
hyper-heuristic adaptive technique integrates, on the top of
the original memetic logic, a success-based adaptation. The
resulting framework appears to improve upon the original MC
approach and is competitive with modern meta-heuristics. This

=
=
=
+
+
=
=
+
=
=
=
+
=
=
=
+
=
=
=
+
+
+
+
+
=
=

CCPSO2
7.05e − 12 ± 3.53e − 11
4.37e + 06 ± 2.29e + 06
3.09e + 09 ± 3.03e + 09
1.08e + 05 ± 3.86e + 04
3.92e − 04 ± 3.89e − 03
4.74e + 01 ± 1.34e + 01
1.43e + 02 ± 2.39e + 01
2.12e + 01 ± 3.86e − 02
5.87e + 01 ± 3.26e + 00
2.03e − 01 ± 1.80e − 01
9.07e − 01 ± 8.53e − 01
4.55e + 02 ± 8.03e + 01
5.69e + 02 ± 8.18e + 01
7.35e + 00 ± 3.55e + 00
8.31e + 03 ± 8.71e + 02
2.75e + 00 ± 5.96e − 01
5.16e + 01 ± 3.28e − 01
4.87e + 02 ± 9.77e + 01
1.49e + 00 ± 2.32e − 01
2.33e + 01 ± 8.19e − 01
4.42e + 02 ± 3.45e + 02
1.11e + 02 ± 9.60e + 01
1.09e + 04 ± 1.34e + 03
3.60e + 02 ± 9.64e + 00
3.97e + 02 ± 1.08e + 01
2.15e + 02 ± 4.95e + 01
1.82e + 03 ± 8.56e + 01
7.24e + 02 ± 1.08e + 03

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
=
+
+
=
+
+
-

MDE-pBX
3.32e − 11 ± 2.60e − 10
9.06e + 05 ± 4.90e + 05
1.42e + 08 ± 1.57e + 08
1.09e + 03 ± 8.33e + 02
2.54e − 05 ± 2.52e − 04
5.67e + 01 ± 2.24e + 01
6.81e + 01 ± 1.22e + 01
2.12e + 01 ± 4.36e − 02
4.27e + 01 ± 6.99e + 00
4.09e − 01 ± 5.57e − 01
1.21e + 02 ± 2.97e + 01
1.62e + 02 ± 3.45e + 01
3.22e + 02 ± 5.39e + 01
2.79e + 03 ± 8.06e + 02
7.58e + 03 ± 8.01e + 02
1.93e + 00 ± 8.76e − 01
1.79e + 02 ± 3.56e + 01
1.86e + 02 ± 3.17e + 01
3.94e + 01 ± 2.10e + 01
2.01e + 01 ± 9.17e − 01
8.91e + 02 ± 3.44e + 02
3.22e + 03 ± 1.06e + 03
9.08e + 03 ± 1.05e + 03
2.88e + 02 ± 1.56e + 01
3.68e + 02 ± 1.48e + 01
3.55e + 02 ± 7.46e + 01
1.23e + 03 ± 1.49e + 02
5.05e + 02 ± 5.99e + 02

+
+
+
+
=
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
=
=

study can be seen as an attempt to consider about algorithmic
design from a metaphor-free perspective and, in the specific
case, to show how some areas of MC and hyper-heuristics
contain essentially very similar ideas (if not even the same
idea).

AVERAGE ERROR ± STANDARD DEVIATION AND W ILCOXON R ANK -S UM T EST ( REF.: SPAM-AOS) ON BBOB2010 [57] IN 100
DIMENSIONS .

TABLE IV.

f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
f7
f8
f9
f10
f11
f12
f13
f14
f15
f16
f17
f18
f19
f20
f21
f22
f23
f24

SPAM-AOS
2.42e − 13 ± 2.12e − 13
1.71e − 13 ± 1.55e − 13
1.04e + 02 ± 1.70e + 01
1.37e + 02 ± 2.01e + 01
4.93e − 08 ± 2.91e − 07
6.15e − 08 ± 7.12e − 08
5.26e + 01 ± 1.40e + 01
3.66e + 01 ± 1.11e + 01
4.39e + 01 ± 7.26e + 00
5.27e + 02 ± 1.50e + 02
8.72e + 01 ± 3.08e + 01
5.29e − 02 ± 1.98e − 01
1.06e + 00 ± 1.24e + 00
5.07e − 05 ± 6.32e − 06
2.75e + 02 ± 4.48e + 01
2.31e + 00 ± 8.27e − 01
8.55e + 00 ± 4.71e + 00
1.84e + 01 ± 1.15e + 01
1.96e + 00 ± 4.27e − 01
1.14e + 00 ± 1.09e − 01
3.89e + 00 ± 4.11e + 00
7.94e + 00 ± 9.28e + 00
8.23e − 01 ± 3.93e − 01
3.10e + 02 ± 6.43e + 01

CCPSO2

MDE−pBX

SPAM

SPAM
2.42e − 13 ± 2.13e − 13
2.84e − 13 ± 1.92e − 13
9.69e + 01 ± 1.51e + 01
1.34e + 02 ± 1.86e + 01
2.13e − 11 ± 8.26e − 12
1.79e − 11 ± 1.14e − 11
5.32e + 01 ± 1.36e + 01
3.49e + 01 ± 9.88e + 00
4.43e + 01 ± 6.96e + 00
4.83e + 02 ± 1.43e + 02
7.86e + 01 ± 2.53e + 01
2.61e − 02 ± 8.27e − 02
1.31e + 00 ± 1.78e + 00
3.17e − 05 ± 3.66e − 06
2.73e + 02 ± 4.25e + 01
2.42e + 00 ± 7.82e − 01
8.59e + 00 ± 4.52e + 00
1.95e + 01 ± 1.32e + 01
1.67e + 00 ± 2.95e − 01
1.25e + 00 ± 1.66e − 01
4.32e + 00 ± 6.61e + 00
4.93e + 00 ± 6.86e + 00
7.60e − 01 ± 3.66e − 01
3.19e + 02 ± 5.82e + 01

=
+
=
=
+
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
+
=
=
=
=

CCPSO2
4.12e − 13 ± 1.97e − 13
9.66e − 13 ± 1.77e − 12
8.09e + 00 ± 8.40e + 00
2.24e + 01 ± 1.31e + 01
2.41e − 04 ± 1.20e − 03
8.94e + 01 ± 4.02e + 01
3.45e + 02 ± 4.90e + 01
1.20e + 02 ± 3.42e + 01
1.06e + 02 ± 2.78e + 01
2.62e + 04 ± 6.64e + 03
5.45e + 02 ± 1.95e + 02
7.95e + 00 ± 1.20e + 01
3.16e + 00 ± 4.20e + 00
1.32e − 03 ± 2.34e − 04
1.33e + 03 ± 2.32e + 02
2.74e + 01 ± 4.27e + 00
8.65e + 00 ± 1.62e + 00
3.30e + 01 ± 6.61e + 00
7.90e + 00 ± 1.29e + 00
4.95e − 01 ± 6.73e − 02
3.36e + 00 ± 3.38e + 00
5.11e + 00 ± 5.83e + 00
2.52e + 00 ± 4.22e − 01
1.08e + 03 ± 1.53e + 02
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Fig. 1.
The Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function graph of the
normalized objective values for all algorithms, across all problem instances
and runs. It can be clearly observed that SPAM-AOS always achieves higher
cumulative frequency of lower objective values across all problem instances
and runs (better performance gains).
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